What does your role consist of and what is a typical day?Each day I look through all the Major airlines open order books. My job is to make sure
every part is ordered, comes in on time and ships on time. I try to stay a few weeks
ahead. I also help get in parts quicker than originally ordered (expedite) and organize
the various departments to manufacture these early too.

How did you get in to Aerospace?My friend worked here and knew I wanted a different kind of challenge. Owning my
own business for 15 years previous gave me many transferable skills.
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What do you enjoy most about aerospace engineering and engineering in general?
I enjoy making the impossible sounding, possible. Most airlines want all their parts yesterday. It gives me a great sense
of satisfaction to smash targets and exceed expectations. matter of its age

What would you say is the achievement you are most proud of?
I’m most proud of clearing assemblies for the major airlines early. Seeing the process from ordering to out the door and
knowing that I made that happen makes me proud.

In your opinion what is the recipe for success, for team, career or otherwise?
Modesty and hard work are key. Never show off what you have achieved. The right people will notice. And work as hard
as you can- the big machine needs hard working little cogs.

Who inspired you during your career and why?
I’m inspired by everybody in the office. I’m very lucky to work in an office where everyone cares about the customer and
results. We are all focused. Being part of a good team makes one work harder.

What advice would you give to other people working in aerospace?Take the time to be precise. Find the balance between doing things quickly and doing them correctly.

